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Discover How Handwriting Draws a Map of Your Mind.Ann Mahony, an expert graphologist,

teacher, and lecturer, has taught hundreds of people how handwriting analysis can help them make

better-informed decisions about everything -- from choosing a mate to changing jobs to improving

communication with children.Now, with the simple-to-learn skills in Handwriting & Personality, you

can gain unique insight into friends, lovers, family members, business associates, and even yourself

-- almost immediately. You will meet eight basic personality types and learn what their handwriting

says about them and how you can apply it to your life. You will learn how handwriting reveals:--

What motivates people beneath the facade they show the world-- What they really think of

themselves, both publicly and privately-- How they're likely to behave in any given situation--

Whether they're likely to achieve their goals-- And much moreUsed in more than 1,500 businesses

nationwide to determine a job applicant's personality profile, graphology is a highly respected tool.

Now you can discover how easy it is to understand the hidden truths locked within your handwriting.
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Discover How Handwriting Draws a Map of Your Mind.Ann Mahony, an expert graphologist,

teacher, and lecturer, has taught hundreds of people how handwriting analysis can help them make

better-informed decisions about everything -- from choosing a mate to changing jobs to improving

communication with children.Now, with the simple-to-learn skills in Handwriting & Personality, you

can gain unique insight into friends, lovers, family members, business associates, and even yourself

-- almost immediately. You will meet eight basic personality types and learn what their handwriting



says about them and how you can apply it to your life. You will learn how handwriting reveals:--

What motivates people beneath the facade they show the world-- What they really think of

themselves, both publicly and privately-- How they're likely to behave in any given situation--

Whether they're likely to achieve their goals-- And much moreUsed in more than 1,500 businesses

nationwide to determine a job applicant's personality profile, graphology is a highly respected tool.

Now you can discover how easy it is to understand the hidden truths locked within your handwriting.

This book offers good insight on the topics it deals with. I have it handy in my bookshelf for quick

reviews. Recommendable.

Though this book is structured around a literary contrivance; that of a dinner party with diverse

invitees, it provides a lot of useful information shedding light on how many different character traits

show up in peoples' handwriting, as well as numerous samples depicting the different ways in which

the handwriting traits discussed play out in writers of different ages and backgrounds.Though

several things, such as the description of some of the dinner party fare, render this book dated, it is

safe to say that the author's decision to stay away from examples of celebrities' handwriting, on the

grounds using well-known personages as examples detracts form the mission of illustrating the

emotional states and personality traits depicted in the handwriting samples, makes it less overtly

dated than some other books of this kind.I recommend a careful reading of the front matter, as the

writer credibly and carefully links the practice of graphology to the science(?) of mainstream,

Establishment-accepted psychology.

The author had provided lively examples throughout the book as she illustrated the basic concept of

graphology. Review exercises also helped in checking the understanding of the readers towards

each of the topics. This is the first book for me on graphology and I have fallen in love with this "Art

of Graphology"!!
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